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The sorption behavior of iodine on the surfaces of 2 1/4% Cr—1% Mo

steel was investigated as a part of the High Temperature Gas-Cooled

Reactor (HTGR) Chemistry Program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL).

The primary objective of these tests was to determine the equilibrium

sorptive capacity of this alloy, which comprises most of the cooler

regions of HTGR coolant circuit, under representative conditions. The

data will be used to improve the capability for predicting, with computer

programs, iodine deposition as functions of temperature and location in

the primary circuit.

Previous studies of iodine sorption on steel have been carried out

at relatively high iodine partial pressures, usually above 10 ~ Pa

(10~ atm), compared to <10 Pa (10 atm) expected in the HTGR. Many

of the early measurements were obtained undar conditions where large

fractions of the available iodine existed as iron iodides (primarily Fel.)

in condensed and/or gaseous form. Conversely, thermodynamic calculations

show that under normal reactor operating conditions the dominant gaseous species

will be HI followed by monoatomic iodine (I), with no significant amount of

¥el,. present. Therefore, we attempted to determine the equilibrium load-

ings at the lowest possible iodine partial pressures, with realistic hydrogen

pressures added to the helium.

An apparatus and procedure were developed to conduct the experiments

under conditions which could be related to those in the HTGR coolant as

follows:
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Parameter Test condition HTGR condition

Atmosphere Helium + 500 vpm H_ Helium + 10 vpm H_

Total pressure 1 x 10 Pa (1.0 atm) 4.8 x 10 Pa (48 atm)

—ft —2. »S

Iodine partial pressure 10~ to 10 Pa <10 Pa

(10"11 to 10"7 atm) (<10~10 atm)

Metal temperature 200 to 800°C -\/300 to 800°C

In the test apparatus, a low partial pressure of iodine was added to the

helium stream by passing helium through a vessel containing elemental

iodine that was maintained at a controlled low temperature (-80 to -50°C).

The helium, containing iodine traced with I, passed over the metal

specimens mounted in a quartz furnace tube. Rectangular arrays of

thin plates were used to provide relatively high-surface-area

specimens to facilitate continuous monitoring of the radioactive

I with mobile NaI(T£) detectors. In conducting an experiment, stable

conditions were maintained for a period of days until the counting data

indicated that the iodine loading on the primary specimen (2 mm long) was

at or near equilibrium. Then either the temperature or iodine partial

pressure was changed, and a new equilibrium loading was sought. Thus, a

series of measurements were made on each specimen over a period of several

weeks.

In this series of tests, emphasis was placed on determining the 400°C

isotherm. Since we discovered that iodine sorption was reduced by specimen

oxidation, we sought to minimize this effect by (1) reducing the level

of oxidizing impurities in the helium and (2) adding hydrogen. Our data

at 400°C are presented as the solid symbols in Fig. 1. Data at 400°C

2 3
reported by Neill (open triangles) and by Milstead et al. (open circles)

are shown for comparison. As is readily apparent, we found a range of
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equilibrium iodine loadings at iodine pressures of 10 to 10 Pa, depend-

ing on the extent of oxidation. Compared to equilibrium loadings on bare
2

metal C\4 yg I/cm geometric area) in this iodine pressure range, heavy

oxidation reduced the loading by factors of 10 to 100. At lower iodine

pressures (<10~ Pa), the iodine loading decreased approximately linearly

with pressure. At temperatures of 500 to 800°C, equilibrium loadings

declined with increasing temperature at all iodine pressures investigated

(10 to 10 Pa). While this behavior was consistent with expectations,

the data were not sufficient to define the

Although there are uncertainties in the true surface areas available

for gas adsorption on the various specimens, comparison on the basis of

geometric area, as in Fig. 1, appears reasonably consistent. A monolayer

2
of I or HI appeared to be ^ yg I/cm geometric area for our specimens,

which were determined to have a ratio of true (BET) surface area to geometric

area of ^50. This large ratio resulted from the combination of surface

roughness and crack formation during fabrication. Comparison of these

2
data with the theoretically estimated value of 0.086 Jig I/cm for monolayer

chemisorption on iron by Compere et al. yielded adequate agreement: i.e.,

4/0.086 = 47.

2
Based on the limited experimental information reported by Neill and

3
by Milstead et al., we assume that their specimens were oxidized to some

extent, and that most of Milstead's data reflect the behavior of Fel_

primarily, rather than I or HI. Depending on mass transfer effects, much

higher iodine loadings are possible at iodine burdens >10 Pa where

Fel-(s) is stable, as shown in Fig. 1 and discussed by Hoinkis. However,

this is condensation, rather than chemisorption. Milstead's data suggest
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this transition from one to several monolayers. The equilibrium loadings

of I or HI were reduced at all temperatures by the presence of oxide on

the specimens, approximately to the extent predictable from previous

studies of iodine sorption on pure Fe_O, by Osborne et al. (Because

these Fe^i data are based on BET surface area, the curve should be

shifted upward by a factor of ̂ 50 for direct comparison.)
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Fig. 1. Comparison of all measurements of iodine sorption on steel at 400°C.


